. A color design without considering the color blind user 2. A software magnifier that enhances the detail and contrast of an image to facilitate reading and understanding.
3. A camera based document retrieval system which finds the document from a large document database using only a snapshot of the page and speaks it out using the text-to-speech (TTS) techonology. 4 . A pattern recognizer that recognizes certain objects such as currencies as the camera phone approaches the object.
Overall Design Principles
Since the MobileEye system is designed for people with visual impairments, it is impractical for our user to complete sophisticated operations which are already difficult for regular users because of the small keyboard input [4] . The overall design principle we follow is to minimize user operation, especially with respect to keyboard hits. Take the pattern recognizer as an example. A typical mobile pattern recognition system (for example the Kurzweil K1000 device) asks the user to take a snapshot and then the system tries to recognize the result. If the image is imperfect, the recognition may fail and the user will have to repeat the process. However we cannot expect visually impaired user to perform such tasks and it is impractical to ask them to take high quality pictures for recognition. We choose to process the image in real time which provides a much smoother user experience. Our pattern recognizer runs on the device and processes approximately 10 frames per second so that the user gets instant response as the camera moves. This introduces the challenge that we must process the video stream from the camera at a very high speed. We address this problem using a boosted object detector with both high efficiency and accuracy. 
MobileEye Tools
In this section we briefly introduce three sub-systems of the MobileEye tools and leave the pattern recognizer in the next section for detailed discussion.
Color Mapper
A color vision deficiency is sometimes referred to as color blindness. In fact it is very rare that one is completely "blind" to a color, but deficiency such as red-green color blindness is as high as 8% in Caucasian, 5% in Asian and 4% in African males. Color blind is not a severe visual impairment and is often ignored by visual appearance design. A typical example of poor design to redgreen color blind is show in Figure 1 . Such graphics and figures are misleading to people with color deficiency but widely exist on web sites, slides and posters. It is not easy to correct them using optical devices but digital imaging devices fit this task. Our color channel mapper processes a camera captured image in real-time by swapping color channels. Depending on the type of color deficiency, we take one of the two most confusing color channels and swap it for a third color channel. For example, the red channel is swapped with blue for red-green color blind vision. Figure 2 shows how the image is processed.
Software Magnifier
Low vision and Presbyopia are quite common in the elderly population. Most people wear corrective lens or carry a magnifier to help reading. Our software Fig. 3 . Image zoomed by software lens magnifier performs like a glass magnifier but has three distinct advantages. First, the magnification is actually a digital zoom and is not limited or fixed. Text can be zoomed as long as it fits in the screen. Second, the contrast can be enhanced at the same time so that text is distinguishable from background to facilitate reading. Third, by taking a picture of the text, the user may continue reading off line and does not have to hold the paper. Figure 3 shows how the software magnifier works.
To perform digital zoom on the image and retain the smoothness, we use bilinear interpolation to enlarge the image. Since floating point support is absent on most mobile architectures (ARM, XScale), we use an integer look-up-table to accelerate and keep the real-time performance.
We enhance the contrast using a two means binarization algorithm that converts the image into black and white. Two means binarization adapt to lighting and can distinguish foreground from background by choosing the threshold at the middle of two peaks from the gray scale histogram of the image. Other types of image enhancement such as edge enhancement can also be added programmatically.
Document Retriever
Although the software magnifier can aid in reading text, it is difficult to read large quantities of text on a small screen. To address this problem, we have designed a camera based document retriever and incorporated the text to speech technology. Our document retriever system is based on the observation that most of today's documents (newspapers, magazines etc.) have both paper version and electronic version that can be accessed. J.J.Hull et al. [5] have proposed a novel paper based augmented reality (PBAR) system that links small patches of physical documents to online contents. PBAR system runs in real time on a Fig. 4 . Dataflow of document retriever small scale database (250 documents) so that the user may click on the dynamic hyperlinks as the camera moves across the document. Our system runs off line but on a larger scale (100k pages) document database.
The data flow of mobile retriever is shown in Figure 4 . The user takes a snapshot of a page and the pre-installed software sends the image to the server as a query. If the image content matches any document in the database, the article will be read back via the phone speaker. Sophisticated retrieval and TTS algorithms are performed on the sever side, but all the user has to do is to capture a small, low resolution portion of the document.
We do not expect our user to take a perfect full page snapshot. We extract unique features from the partial document image and use their geometrical relationship to verify our retrieval. Our technology does not rely on OCR (Optical Character Recognition) so a perfect document image is not required. We use the "Layout Context" feature to uniquely identify document patches.
The "Layout Context" features are extracted from the geometrical location of the words' bounding boxes of the document patch. As shown in Figure5 each rectangle shows a bounding box of a word. To extract the "Layout Context" of a word w, we begin at the center of the word and look for the most visible n neighbors. Figure5 shows, for n = 5, using 5 green rectangles. The visibility is defined by the angle of the view and the top n can be extracted using an efficient computational geometry algorithm with complexity linearly bounded by the total number of nearest neighbors. The top n visible neighbors are invariant to rotation and the percentage of view angles that a neighbor word occupies will not be effected by rotation. We put the coordinate system origin at the center of w with the X-axis parallel to the baseline of w and define the unit metric using the width of w. Under this coordinate system, the coordinates of the n most visible neighbors are invariant to similarity transformations. The "Layout Context" feature are the L2-norms of the lower right corners of the top n visible neighbors. A more detailed description of the "Layout Context" feature may be found in [6] . With this feature a success rate of 96% can be achieved using a partial snapshot of approximately 1/3 of an A4 page width and the error rate on a 100K page document database is < 1%.
Pattern Recognizer
Pattern recognition has been developed over the past several decades to use sophisticated machine learning and classification algorithms that can achieve very high accuracy. For selected applications, these techniques however usually run slow which does not fit the profile of a resource constrained mobile device. It is even harder when the pattern recognizer has to run in real time as stated in our design principle. We have designed a general pattern recognition framework for the mobile device using the Adaboost [7] algorithm and target a specific task -to recognize U.S. currencies. U.S. currency is not designed to be easily recognized by the visually impaired population because different face values can only be distinguished visually. The blind community has recently won the law suit against Department of Treasury [8] for discrimination because it has failed to design and issue paper currency that is readily distinguishable by the blind.
Fig. 6. Currency reader for the visually impaired
We use the camera phone to recognize bills 2 and communicate the value via a speaker or vibration.
Related Techniques
Classic pattern recognition algorithms usually include feature extraction and feature classification as two core components. Widely used features such as SIFT [9] or SIFT-like [10] have high repeatability. SVM [11] and neural networks [12] can be trained to achieve high accuracy given enough time and space allowance. However, these classic pattern recognition approaches cannot be ported directly to mobile devices. As we noted in the introduction, implementing pattern recognition on mobile devices has three major challenges. 1) The limited processing power of the device, 2) the fact that the captured scene could contain complex background resulting in false positive that must be eliminated, and 3) the expectation of the user who typically expects instant feedback and requires online (real time) recognition.
These three challenges are related to the speed and efficiency of the algorithm. The algorithm must be efficient enough to fit in the light-weight device and be able to discard images quickly or pixels that are not of interest so more time can Fig. 7 . Background subtraction and feature area extraction be allocated to the image that contains objects to be recognized. Ideally, when an algorithm is efficient enough that it can run in real time, the recognition can be performed on the video stream of the camera, and the user does not have to hit a key to capture an image. Real time recognition gives a smooth user experience and avoids motion blur caused by "click-to-capture," but, as noted earlier, it must typically deal with lower quality data.
Fast Classification with Random Pixel Pairs
In this section we introduce a fast classifier based on random pixel pairs. One challenge of pattern recognition on the mobile device is usability. Traditional "capture and recognize" approaches may not be friendly to mobile users. When the recognition fails (because of motion blur, de-focusing, shadows, or any other reason) the user will have to click and try again. Instead, real time recognition is preferred. At the same time, recognition may benefit from the fact that images are taken by a cooperative user. Unlike a mounted camera with the objects moving in the scene, the camera (phone) is moving itself and the user is usually approaching the object to be recognized. We assume that the object rests approximately to the same relative position of the camera when being recognized. Under this assumption, we can subtract the background, extract and normalize the object, then perform the recognition under a relative stable setup. Our primary concern, the features, is the key subject of this section. The features we seek must be distinct (not to raise any false alarms), robust (to tolerate weak perspective and lighting variation) and fast to compute on the phone. When considering feature, the first option may be SIFT [9] key points which outperform most of other features in terms of accuracy. However, the speed of SIFT is a significant challenge for mobile devices. The Gaussian convolutions are too computationally intensive for most of today's mobile devices. Wagner et al. [13] has presented a very promising modified SIFT algorithm. In their approach the SIFT feature vector was computed at a fixed scale, the scale-invariance was traded for speed. The modified SIFT fits perfectly for pose estimation but may not be directly applicable for object recognition. Meanwhile some recent results of efficient and robust feature (point) extraction are built from simple elements such as box filters and random pixel pairs [14, 15] . w×h different pairs of pixels to compare. Our goal aims to find those pairs that uniquely define the object of interest. We achieve this goal with a learning approach.
Consider attempting to recognize a twenty dollar bill (Figure 8 ). We first perform background subtraction and normalization, and collect a set of positive samples (Figure 8 ) and an even larger set of negative samples, Figure 9 . We train our recognizer by selecting discriminating intensity pairs. For each pair of pixels (i, j), we define P + (i, j) to be the number of positive samples with greater intensity at pixel i than at pixel j, similarly, define P − (i, j) to be the number of negative samples with greater intensity at pixel i than at pixel j. Our goal will then be to choose pairs (i, j) to maximize P + (i, j) and minimize P − (i, j). One naive way to achieving this goal is to maximize P + (i, j)/P − (i, j), but this will not work because the large collection of negative samples make P − (i, j) almost random. Nevertheless, numerous pairs satisfy all the positive samples, among which we would like to choose the most distinct ones.
Although the number of hits of a pair (i, j) in the negative samples cannot help us judge whether the choice of (i, j) is good, it can help measure the distance from the closest negative sample to the positive samples. As shown in Figure 10 , we will maximize the margin between positive samples and the closest negative samples by scoring positive and negative samples. A higher score indicates a higher probability of an inlier and lower scores for outliers. After training, we can use a threshold on scores to classify the pattern. Using this criteria, we develop the following algorithm:
Assign an initial score of zero for all negative samples and keep a pointer m that always points to the highest score. This can be done efficiently using a heap.
Generate a random pair (i, j).
2. If (i, j) satisfies negative sample m, then go back to step 1. 3. If (i, j) does not satisfy the all positive samples, go back to step 1. 4. For all negative samples, increase its score by 1 if it satisfies pair (i, j) and modify pointer m to point to the negative sample with highest score (hence, the score of m is not increased). 5. Go back to 1 until we have n pairs.
Using this algorithm, we collect n discriminating pairs that represent the object. Suppose we also have a score for the positive samples. During each round, all positive samples get increased by 1, while the closet negative sample does not. The gap between positive and negative samples is enlarged. In the recognition phase, we will use this score to judge whether an object is recognized or rejected, and our threshold will be placed in the middle of the gap. Ideally we would like to see all positive samples with high scores and all negative samples with low scores. However, there might be a negative sample that is similar to the inliers, and our algorithm can spot the most confusing outliers and establish a boundary between the inliers and those outliers. The accuracy of this detection algorithm is further enhanced using the Ada-boost [7] algorithm.
Initial Design
In order to detect and recognize a bill, we first binarize the image and remove irrelevant background. Black pixels touching the boundary (Figure 7-I ) of the image are regarded as backgrounds since the bill always has a white boundary along the edge. After removing the background some noise (Figure 7 -II) might still exist. We further refine the location of a bill by running a breadthfirst-search (BFS) from the image's center to remove the remaining noise. The complexity of this step is linear in the number of pixels in the image and after processing we know the exact position of the feature area (Figure 7-III) . We then normalize extracted area to a rectangle with an aspect ratio of 4:1 (Figure 11 ) for recognition.
We collected 1000 samples of captured currencies of each side of the most common U.S. bills. Each has four sides, two front and two back. We also collected Fig. 10 . Maximize margin between positive and negative samples 10000 samples of general scenes which are not currency. For each side of a given bill, we use Ada-boost [7] to train a strong classifier from a set of weak classifiers. The weak classifiers must be computationally efficient because hundreds of them must be computed in less than 0.1 second.
We define a weak classifier using 32 random pairs of pixels in the image. A random pair of pixels have a relatively stable relationship in that one pixel is brighter than the other. An example of a random pair is shown in Figure  11 where pixel A is brighter than pixel B. The advantage of using pixel pairs is that their relative brightness is not affected by environmental lighting variations. Since the same relationship may also occur in general scenes, we select the pairs that appear more frequently in the inliers (currency images) and less frequently in the outliers (non-currency images).
A weak classifier will provide a positive result if more than 20 pairs are satisfied and negative otherwise. 10 weak classifiers selected based on Ada-boost form a strong classifier that identifies a bill as long as it appears in the image. To recognize a bill we only need 32 × 10 = 320 pair-wise comparisons of pixels. Our system is trained to read $1,$5,$10,$20,$50 and $100 bills and can process 10 frames/second on a Windows Mobile (iMate Jamin) phone at a false positive rate < 10 −4 .
It should be pointed out that this framework is general so that new notes (e.g. $2) can be easily added to the system. To demonstrate the extendability of Fig. 11 . The normalized feature area and random pixel pair our system and the potential to help the visually impaired in other aspects, we also trained it to recognize 16 logos.
Revised Design
Although the initial design of the currency reader satisfies our primary requirements of real time recognition and has a high accuracy, it could be further improved after an experimental study of its practical use. Users with visual disabilities identified two major disadvantages of the initial design. First, it required the coverage of the entire right hand side of the bill, i.e., the upper right and bottom right side of the bill must be captured at the same time. However, it may be difficult to accomplish such coverage without a great deal of practice. Second, users with visual disabilities liked to fold the bills in different ways to distinguish among denominations, but folding can change the shape of the right hand side of a bill and may disturb the recognition.
This suggests the use of a smaller feature area for recognition because it is easier to capture and less likely to be disturbed by folding. We have refined our currency reader to identify a feature area with the number denomination as shown in Figure ? ?. Feature areas are first detected using a fast pre-classifier and then identified using a strong classifier based on random local pixel pairs, as described in Section 4.2.
In our approach, we tackle these changes in two steps to achieve high accuracy, real time recognition on mobile devices. First, we use a very fast preclassifier to filter the images and areas of an image with low probability of containing the target. This step is inspired by the Viola-Jones face detector [16] and the Speed-Up Robust Feature [15] , both of which use box filters to detect objects and features rapidly. Second, we use a set of local pixel pairs to form weak classifiers and use ada-boost [7] to train strong but fast classifiers from these weak classifiers. The idea of using local pixel pairs is inspired by Ojala, et al.'s work on Local Binary Patterns (LBP [17] ) and more recent work by Pascal, et al. [14] . The advantage of local pixel pairs lies in their robustness to noise, blur and global lighting changes which are significant challenges for mobile recognition. The details are presented in the next two sub-sections.
Pre-classification and Filtering

Fig. 12. Integral image
To detect an object in an image, an exhaustive search is usually inefficient because most of the areas in the image do not contain the object in which we are interested. A pre-classification which filters these areas is therefore important and can speed the detection by ten times or more. In our research we found that a box filter computed using an integral image is very efficient and can be applied to mobile devices. In an integral image, at each pixel the value is the sum of all pixels above and to the left of the current position. The sum of the pixels within any rectangle can be computed in four table lookup operations on the integral image in constant time as shown in Figure 12 . If we replace the original image with an image with the squared gray scale value at each pixel, we can then compute the standard deviation (second order moment) within any rectangle in O(1) time. Any order of moment can be computed in O(1) time using an integral image. Both the Viola-Jones face detector [16] and SURF [15] benefit from the speed of the box filter and integral image.
We found that the standard deviation (STD) in the sub-image of an object is relatively stable and combination of STDs can be used as a cue to filter noninterest image areas. In Figure 13 , we divide the feature area of a twenty dollar bill into 6 boxes (3 vertical and 3 horizontal). The STD in each sub-window falls in a relatively stable range and we search only within these ranges for the potential corner patterns to recognize. In each sub-window an STD range may span at most 1/2 (red) or even less (blue) of possible STD. Assuming the STD in each sub-window is independent and is equally distributed in an arbitrary scene, the box filter can eliminate 1 − (1/2) 6 = 98.4% of the computation by discarding low probability regions. In our experiment we found the pre-classification can speed the algorithm by 20 times on a camera phone. 
User Interface and Evaluation
To meet the requirements of users with visual disabilities, we pay special attention to the details of the user interface. Every operation of the software is guided by a voice message. It requires two key presses to activate the camera to prevent accidental activation. The software automatically exits after being idle for two minutes to save battery power. The user has the option of "force" recognition of a bill by pressing the center button. The software will search for additional scales and positions for the feature area in "forced" recognition.
We have performed user evaluation with the system of the refined design. Ten blind users were asked to identify four bills using the camera phone currency reader. Each user was given a brief two minute introduction on how to use the device and the software, they were asked to continue until all four bills are recognized. The total time (including entering and exiting the program) was recorded to measure the usability of the software. On average, users recognized a bill in 21.3 seconds, as shown in Figure 14 . Our currency reader raised no false positive during the experiment.
Conclusion
We have introduced our MobileEye system which aids individuals with visual impairments to better see and understand their surroundings. Our system requires little effort to operate and can be deployed to a wide varieties of camera enabled mobile devices. We have tested the usability of our solution with visually impaired users and improved our algorithm. The major concern of our future research is the time of responding e.g. how long it will take a user to recognize a bill using the device running our software, how quick can a document be successfully retrieved. We will also test if they feel comfortable with the way that the result is communicated via TTS or vibration. We do face one major challenge in reaching the end user. Most handsets together with their software applications are deployed by the wireless service providers. We have put our Color Mapper subsystem online and received 140 downloads and some positive feedback. Our end user with visual disabilities, however, may not have the knowledge and skill to download and install the software themselves. It may require the cooperation of service providers and probably government support to promote the MobileEye system to a larger number of users.
